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Abstra t

This paper dis usses te hniques for linking di erent models in simulating omplex systems with expli it spa e representation. For su h systems, it is
onvenient to de ompose simulation into intera ting
parts whi h are then des ribed by di erent submodels. Some of these submodels are naturally des ribed
as dis rete event systems while others are easier to
represent as a set of partial or ordinary di erential
equations. The size of modeled systems ne essitates
parallelization to a hieve a eptable exe ution time.
Hen e, te hniques for multiparadigm simulation must
onsider the most hallenging ase of linking parallel
dis rete event simulations using optimisti proto ols
with a solver of partial di erential equations in two or
three dimensional domains.
In this paper, we dis uss rst how an existing parallel dis rete event simulation an be linked with a
partial di erential equation (pde) solver to form a single simulation in presen e of rollba k me hanism. An
implementation of the rollba k for the pde solver is
des ribed. For ase of linear subsystems, we designed
a fast reverse omputation algorithm. For non-linear
equations, the ost of reversing omputation is larger
than the ost of forward omputation in the pde solver
part.
Next, we des ribe further fun tional system de omposition in whi h a Parallel DES model is divided into
subsystems, ea h des ribing a di erent type of entities.
We demonstrate that su h de omposition results in
a di erent kind of syn hronization requirements than
the rst approa h.
We illustrate the new multiparadigm approa h by
simulating the spread of Lyme disease, a biologi al
pro ess involving several intera ting spe ies whi h differ in size and in the spatial and temporal s ales of
their population dynami s.
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1 Introdu tion

Combining dis rete-event simulation with ontinuous simulation an be advantageous, sin e omplex
systems ommonly in lude both dis ontinuous and
ontinuously varying pro esses. A dis rete event system onsists of many types of entities, ea h of whi h
has a set of attributes and undergoes a series of transitions that are instantaneous in time, that are referred
to as events [6℄. In ontrast, a ontinuous system is
omposed of a set of state variables assigned to a spatial domain and hanging ontinuously in time. The
spatial and temporal hange of state variables an be
represented by a set of partial (or ordinary) di erential
equations.
As an example, onsider a seaport in whi h management of ship movements and an horing an be best
des ribed by the dis rete subsystem. However, at different s ale of details, the a eleration and velo ity
of ea h ship is in uen ed by the weather and water
urrents whi h are best des ribed by the atmospheri
and shallow water ontinuous subsystems [13℄. An
example that we use in this paper is the spread of
Lyme disease, whi h we des ribe in Se tion 2. Other
examples in lude air traÆ ontrol, highway management systems, population dynami s of omplex
e osystems, et . Hen e, multiparadigm simulation
te hniques are important in reating detailed models
of omplex, multi-s ale systems and in linking existing partial models into an integrated model of more
omplex phenomena.
Although some te hniques have been devised for
developing ombined dis rete-event/ ontinuous simulation, mostly in ele troni ir uit design and traÆ
ontrol systems [2, 7℄, most of them fo us on ontinuous systems with nite number of ontinuous state
variables. That is, the state variables are only represented as a fun tion of time, and not of both spa e
and time. In this paper, we on entrate on the systems in whi h su h simpli ation is not possible and
in whi h the state variables of a ontinuous subsystem
are de ned over a ontinuous spa e. In the sample

appli ation that we used here, the spread of Lyme
disease, spa e is two-dimensional. However, our te hniques will apply equally well to systems with threedimensional spa es.
In this paper, we on entrate on linking existing
models with the minimum hange to the underlying
subsystem models. Su h approa h has an added advantage of enabling developing new appli ations on
top of existing software. This a elerates the design of
a simulation model and minimizes the ost of software
development. More importantly, reusing an existing
software that is likely to be repeatedly run and tested
for orre tness in reases reliability of the integrated
model.
2 Lyme Disease Simulation
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2.1 Linking Di erent Models
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Systsm [5℄, in whi h mi e and deer are modeled as individuals, and spa e is dis retized as a two-dimensional
latti e. We treat ti k numbers as \ba kground," a
feature of ea h latti e node. Ti k numbers are omputed independently at ea h lo ation, so that their
densities hange dis ontinuously, even between neighboring lo ations. We assume that ti ks are immobile,
but an be arried from one latti e node to another,
as a dis rete group, by the mobile hosts upon whi h
ti ks feed. The simulation ses the optimisti protool. To redu e the overhead in urred by rollba k, it
employs Breadth-First Rollba k to limit the number
of events that need to be rolled ba k in response to a
straggler [5℄.

tick bite

Figure 1: The y le of Lyme Disease
We applied multiparadigm modeling to simulation
of the spread of Lyme disease [3℄ The disease re ently
has be ome prevalent in the Northeastern United
States [1, 11℄. People may a quire the disease after
being bitten by a ti k infe ted with the pathogen, a
spiro hete. The visible in iden e of Lyme disease involves humans, but the epidemi is driven by a y le
of infe tion between ti ks and mi e. If an infe ted ti k
bites a sus eptible mouse, the latter be omes infe ted.
The disease then an be transmitted from an infe ted
mouse to the next generation of ti ks, ompeting the
natural infe tion y le; see Figure 1. The ti k life y le
has three stages; they hat h as larvae, transform into
nymphs, and mature as adults. Larvae and nymphs
prefer feeding on mi e. Adult ti ks feed on deer, where
they mate. The seasonal y le of infe tion begins in
late spring and lasts 180 days, whi h sets the simulation duration [4℄. Larvae the feed su essfully and beome infe ted overwinter; they emerge the next spring
as infe tious nymphs and the y le begins again [12℄.
We previously built a Parallel Dis rete Event

A more a urate model requires that ti k densities
vary ontinuously in spa e. sin e ti ks are dispersed by
their hosts, the dynami s of ti k-stage densities follow
a set of partial di erential equations. In orporating
a partial di erential equation solver dire tly into the
parallel dis rete simulation ould be extremely diÆult, be ause it hanges fundamentally the nature of
dis rete event simulation; typi ally, the whole program
has to be redesigned.
Alternatively, a separate pde solver an easily be
built using either a standard or ustomized numeri al
pa kage. Then, the pde solver and the parallel disrete event simulation work ollaboratively as a pair
of server and lient. Sin e the pde solver is more omputationally intensive than the dis rete event simulation, it works as a server. To implement ommuni ation between pde solver and the parallel dis rete
event simulation, an adaptor is inserted between the
two. Whenever the dis rete event simulation needs
to a ess the density of ti ks, a request is sent to the
pde solver, whi h an then de ide whether or not to
respond immediately based on the timestamp of the
request.
The Lyme disease appli ation demonstrates an advantage of multiparadigm simulation of biologi al system. It provides an eÆ ient way of integrating organisms with small body size and huge densities with
mu h large and onsequently less densely distributed
organisms.
Ea h of the models an be parallelized by domain
de omposition. An interesting property of su h parallelization is that ea h subdomain needs to ommuni ate only with the orresponding subdomain from
the other model for linking these two models together.
The ommuni ation between subdomains of the same
model is native to ea h model simulation (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Communi ation patterns in parallelized multiparadigm simulations. Straight line represent intra-model
ommuni ations while ar hes show inter-model ommuni ation
2.2 Modeling Ti ks

In Lyme disease simulation, ve state variables represent ve types of ti ks as shown in Table 1.
A(x,y,t) Uninfe ted adult ti ks
a(x,y,t) Infe ted adult ti ks
N(x,y,t) Sus eptible nymphs
n(x,y,t) Infe tious nymphs
L(x,y,t) Questing larvae
Table 1: Five types of ti ks
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The meaning of parameters is shown in Table 2 It

To des ribe the ti k population, we use a rea tiondi usion model. A rea tion term summarizes spatially
lo alized pro esses of birth, death, and when appliable, developmental advan e and infe tion transmission. The parameters of the rea tion terms are independent of spatial lo ation. Di usion terms involve
the se ond-order partial derivatives. Di usion approximates biologi al dispersal of ti ks in response to the
overpopulation.
Equations are:
A(x; y; t)
t

L(x; y; t)
t

(4)

should be noted that the di usion equations la k terms
for developmental advan e and infe tion. Adults and
nymphs only die and di use. To represent the ow
between stages, we set initial densities of sus eptible
and infe tious nymphs at t = 0. At t = 90 days, larvae
hat hes as sus eptibles and at t = 180 days, they are
ounted as next year's nymphs.
3 Partial Di erential Equation Solver

To solve the above partial di erential equations, we
hose fully dis rete methods whi h dis retizes in both
time and spa e dimensions [8℄. In a fully dis rete nite
di eren e method, the ontinuous domain of the equations is repla ed by a dis rete mesh of points and the
derivatives are repla ed by nite di eren e approximations.
Fully dis retized method is not the most eÆ ient,
but it is well suited for our simulation be ause it is
most amenable to rollba k implementation. In the
Lyme disease, the entire simulated two-dimensional
spa e is divided into small ells whose size is 20 by 20

meters (this is a home range of a mouse whi h in ludes
a nest and the foraging area). The ti ks are assumed
to be dispersed evenly within every ell. If the pde
solver dis retized spa e with larger mesh ells than the
dis rete-event simulator, the larger ells would in lude
dis ontinuities resulting from the dis rete-event simulation. This would make omputation by any method
diÆ ult. In the fully dis retized method we used, onvergen e to the solution is guaranteed if the time step
satis es the ondition: t < (h2=(2 )), where h is the
grid size and is a oeÆ ient. The lo al error is of the
order O(t) + O(h2 ).
As an example, equation (1) is rewritten as:
A(x; y; t + t) = A(x; y; t)
+ t  f AA(x; y; t)
+ Dh2A  [A(x + h; y; t) + A(x h; y; t)
+ A(x; y + h; t) + A(x; y h; t)
4  A(x; y; t)℄g
(6)
where t is the time step and h is the mesh size. The
a ura y of the approximate solution depends on t
and h.
3.1 Rollba k of PDE Solver

Main diÆ ulty of linking parallel dis rete event simulation that uses an optimisti proto ol and the pde
solver is a rollba k, during whi h a simulation must
be restored to the state representing the simulation
time smaller than the urrent values of the simulation global lo k. Linking pde solver to the rolling
ba k parallel dis rete event simulation requires that
the pde solver must have the orresponding re overy
pro edure.
Rollba k me hanism in a pde solver is also needed
when multiple dis rete event simulations are linked
with one pde solver. For example, in Lyme disease
simulation, a pde solver des ribing ti k dynami s an
drive several dis rete event simulations, ea h modeling di erent kinds of spe ies. To a hieve both exibility and extensibility, ea h dis rete event simulation
should have no knowledge of others and run independently. Thus, the only way to syn hronize them is by
for ing a rollba k of the pde solver.
The easiest way to implement rollba k is saving
state variables in the memory. However, pde solvers
are very memory- onsuming. For large s ale system,
there might be not enough memory to save even one
extra opy of state variables. Saving state variables
to disk is very ineÆ ient be ause of the low I/O speed
relative to the speed of the modern pro essors. Hen e,
the most eÆ ient solution is to design a rollba k algorithm for pde solver that does not require extra memory.

3.2 Reverse PDE Solver

The task of rollba k in a pde solver is to al ulate
One approximate
solution ould be:
A (x; y; t) =
A(x; y; t + t) t  f A A(x; y; t + t)
+ Dh2A  [A(x + h; y; t + t) + A(x h; y; t + t)
+ A(x; y + h; t + t) + A(x; y h; t + t)
4  A(x; y; t + t)℄g:
(7)
The value of A (x; y; t) omputed by this equation is
not the original value of A(x; y; t) be ause we repla ed
all A(x; y; t) terms in the right hand side of equation
(6) by terms A(x; y; t + t). However, if we apply
equation (6) again on A'(x,y,t) we obtain:
A (x; y; t) ! A (x; y; t + t):
Sin e we know the di eren e between A(x; y; t+t)
and A (x; y; t + t), we an re ne A (x; y; t + t) as
follows:
A (x; y; t) = A (x; y; t)+[A(x; y; t+t) A (x; y; t+t)℄:
Similarly, we an re ne A (x; y; t) iteratively by
omputing A(x; y; t), with ea h iteration step essentially as omplex (in terms of omputation involved)
as the omputation of A(x; y; t + t) from terms
A(x; y; t). Hen e, the ost of the rollba k is typi ally
higher than ost of the equivalent forward omputation.

A(x; y; t) when given A(x; y; t +t).
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4 Fast Rollba k for Linear System

To get a good a ura y, reverse algorithm often requires tens of iterations per time step, slowing the
progress of the entire simulation. This ost an be
avoided if the underlying equations are linear be ause
pde solver an use then a mu h faster rollba k algorithm. We will demonstrate this algorithm on the
example of A(x; y; t) in equation (1), but the only
property that we use in the demonstration below is
linearity of equation (1), so the approa h is appliable to any linear partial di erential equation set.
Suppose that at time t = a an event is exe uted
that hanges the solution to A (x; y; t), su h that at
A (x; y; a) = A(x; y; a) + C (x; y; a). After the system
progresses to say time t = b > a omputing A (x; y; b),
it is noti ed that this event is being rolled ba k so this
event must be undone. As a result, we need to nd
the value of A(x; y; t) at time t = b, that is, we need
to nd out A(x; y; b).
Sin e A(x; y; t) and A (x; y; t) satisfy equation (1),
the fun tion R(x; y; t) = A(x; y; t) A (x; y; t) also
0

0

0

0

0

Reversing without Reversing with
Iterations Linear Rollba k Linear RollBa k Speedup
5
5.660
3.553
1.59
6
6.643
4.119
1.61
7
7.599
4.715
1.61
8
8.479
5.419
1.56
9
9.441
6.011
1.57
10
10.457
6.439
1.62
Table 3: Exe ution time of two algorithms
satis es this equation be ause it is linear. In more
detail, for equation (1) we have
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t
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5 Syn hronization

0

0
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Of ourse, the initial ondition of R(x; y; t) is
and it obeys equation(1). Thus, it an
be obtained in the following way:
1. rst, set the R(x; y; a) = C (x; y; a), i.e., to the
negation of the e e ts of the event that needs to
be undone;
2. next, run the same forward omputation as used
for equation (1) until t = b, obtaining R(x; y; b);
3. nally, ompute A(x; y; b) = A (x; y; b) +
R(x; y; b).
Note, that the only equation (5) is nonlinear in our
system. There are three state variables in it: A(x; y; t),
a(x; y; t) and L(x; y; t). Thus, we an divide the system into two subsystems: one onsists of equations (3)
and (4), and the other of equations (1), (2) and (5).
The fast rollba k an be applied to the rst subsystem.
The pde solver rollba ks will run faster if we apply the breadth- rst rollba k [5℄ and noti e that it is
not always ne essary to run the ba kward omputation on the entire spatial domain. In fa t, a dis rete
event impa ts immediately only a limited area and
only later it spreads with a limited speed through the
spa e. Hen e, knowing the speed of the spe ies involved and the di eren e between the urrent simulation time and the rollba k time, the a e ted area an
C (x; y; a)

0

be found and the rollba k omputation applied only
to this subdomain.
The speedup of this fast rollba k algorithm is shown
in Table 3.

Syn hronization is a entral issue of the multiparadigm simulation. Inappropriately designed synhronization proto ol often leads to poor performan e,
or even ompromises the delity of the simulation.
Multiparadigm simulation has attra ted a ertain
amount of interests, espe ially in the area of ele troni
ir uit simulation. Peter Frey et al. have proposed two
syn hronization proto ols that are apable of linking
an optimisti dis rete event simulation with a ontinuous simulation [9, 10℄. However, these two proto ols
qui kly run into diÆ ulty when applied to a spatially
expli it simulation in whi h typi ally the average number of dis rete event o urring during one exe ution
step of ontinuous simulation is large.
In other words, the dis rete event simulation ontains a large number of obje ts ea h of whi h undergoes frequent a tivities. If there are few events o urring during one step of ontinuous simulation, then it
is not ne essary to de ompose the simulation into different models be ause the operations asso iated with
pro essing ea h dis rete event are relatively inexpensive, thus there would be a severe imbalan e between
the di erent simulators.
Consider the ase in whi h the number of dis rete
events is mu h larger than the minimum number of
steps of ontinuous simulation that an produ e sufient a ura y. If ea h time pro essing an event
sent from dis rete event simulation to ontinuous simulation requires the ontinuous simulation lo k to
be advan ed exa tly to the timestamp of that event,
the amount of omputation would be ome enormous.
Therefore, we propose an approximated syn hronization proto ol where the size of step in ontinuous simulation is independent of the dis rete event simulation
(however, it ould be xed or adaptive). When proessing a dis rete event, an approximated version of
the state variables in the ontinuous simulation is a -

Number of Exe ution time
Exe ution time Speedup
pro essors before improvement after improvement
1
1330
835
1.59
2
1082
572
1.89
4
886
420
2.11
6
884
380
2.32
Table 4: E e ts of Improvement
essed. In our implementation, the latest version with
a timestamp that is smaller than the timestamp of the
dis rete event is hosen.
This syn hronization proto ol doesn't redu e the
a ura y signi antly be ause the spa e domain has
already been approximated in all spatially expli it
simulations. Neither does it ompromise the delity
of the simulation if and only if the orre t order of
events is preserved.
5.1 Further Improvement

In our rst implementation, we used a somewhat
ineÆ ient but simple syn hronization s heme: ea h
time the pde solver wants to progress from time t to
time t + t, it must wait until all the dis rete events
earlier than t + t have been pro essed.
The improvement be omes possible when we noti ed that we always keep two opies of all state variables: one orresponds to time t, the other orresponds
to time t +t. The forward omputation only hanges
the state variables at t +t, while the pro essing of inoming dis rete events is based on the state variables
at t. Therefore, in the new syn hronization s heme,
the forward omputation begins as soon as the simulation time is advan ed to time t. In the meantime, the
pde solver still keep re eiving the events from the disrete event simulation and pro essing them. After the
forward omputation is nished, the forward omputation is redone on lo ations hanged by the re eived
events.
The performan e of this s heme greatly depends on
the number of dis rete events that arrive during a time
step of the pde solver. If there are too many events so
almost all lo ations have to be re omputed, we annot bene t from this improvement. Fortunately, the
number of events in our dis rete simulation during a
step of ontinuous simulation is mu h smaller than the
number of lo ations. Thus, this s heme improves the
performan e by a fa tor of 2, as shown in Table 4.
6 Future Dire tion

6.1 Multi-DES Model Approa h

The modeling approa h that we des ribed so far
uses an existing parallel dis rete event simulation,

whi h models both mi e and deer. However, there
are no dire t intera tions between mi e and deer. So,
it is advantageous to onsider representing these two
spe ies in separate models. One advantage of su h representation is the model extensibility. New spe ies an
be easily added to the simulation as long as there is
no dire t intera tion between new and urrent spe ies.
Another advantage of this approa h is a possibility
for a new parallelization strategy. In the rst approa h, multiple pro essors work on di erent fragments of spa e. In ontrast, in multi-DES model, the
di erent pro essors an be employed to pro ess di erent spe ies. As a result, the syn hronization between
ontinuous simulation and dis rete event simulations
hanges. In the rst approa h, two events oming from
di erent pro essors an be pro essed simultaneously,
be ause they are independent of ea h other. However,
in the multi-DES approa h, an event might be dependent on the event from another pro essor, if these
events happen near ea h other in spa e.
The simplest s heme to address this problem is to
pro ess only events with smallest timestamp, but this
will introdu e unne essary syn hronization between
pro esses, thereby defeating the the e e ts of parallelization. A better solution it to send the event to the
pde solver as soon as it enters the event queue on the
dis rete event simulation side. Although this method
in reases the ommuni ation overhead, the pde solver
has the information about future events. Based on
su h information, the pde solver will know whether it
is safe to respond to in oming events from other proessors (to a limited extent though, be ause it is still
possible that event will arrive with a large delay that
an ause a rollba k in the pde solver).
6.2 Mobile Federated Simulation Approa h

The reusability issue of simulation programs is beoming more and more riti al as the number and
quality of available systems in reases. Simulations are
hard to verify, so the existing programs whi h have
been used and tested for years are more valuable and
trusted than the new ones. Therefore, it is bene ial
to adopt a federated simulation approa h to reate

Figure 3: Mobile Federated Simulation Approa h
large s ale simulation by integrating several omponent simulations.
We propose a new federated simulation approa h
that is di erent from High Level Ar hite ture (HLA).
In our approa h, every simulation is required to provide a federation interfa e. For an existing simulation,
this interfa e must be provided by a program that
wraps the original simulation. An interfa e onsists
of de nitions of methods and events. By a essing
the interfa e, the designer of the federated simulation
is able to ontrol the omponent simulations and exhange information with them.
This approa h doesn't need to be built on top of
CORBA or DCOM be ause the interfa e is only allowed to be a essed lo ally. An interfa e an be implemented in di erent ways. For instan e, on a sharedmemory ar hite ture ma hine, an interfa e using dire t memory a ess an be employed instead of the
one based on TCP/IP in order to maximize its eÆien y.
The interfa es are only open to mobile agents,
whi h are responsible for federating the simulation.
Simulation programs are diÆ ult to move freely a ross
heterogeneous platforms be ause portability of large
programs is diÆ ult to attain. Thus, one way to
greatly improve the reusability is to utilize mobile
agents to intera t with omponent simulation.

In this paper, we illustrate our mobile federated
simulation approa h on the example of Lyme Disease
Simulation, shown in Figure 3. In ase (a), the intera tion between mi e and ti ks are of interest so two
agents are built to link two simulations. In ase (b)
and ( ), only individual simulation models are studies,
requiring a single agent in ea h ase.
This approa h demonstrates a more exible way to
federate simulations than HLA. No standards on how
to federate are required therefore the mobile agents
an hoose the best method to a omplish it. In addition, it upgrades existing simulations into simulation
servers whi h would help to build large s ale simulation.
7 Con lusions

In this paper we have studied a multiparadigm approa h that links a Parallel Dis rete Event Simulation
with a Continuous Spatial Simulation. We have shown
that the rollba k of the ontinuous simulation is ne essary. A reversing algorithm for a pde solver proves
to be useful if there is no enough memory for a statesaving approa h. Also, a fast algorithm that utilizes
the property of linear system is des ribed, whi h is
able to speed up Lyme disease simulation by a fa tor
of 1.6. For a pure linear system, this algorithm an be
very fast.
To redu e the overhead of linking two models, we

are onsidering a te hnique based on ollo ation of the
orresponding parts of the models to the single parallel pro essor. It should be noted, however, that su h
ollo ation is either impossible or diÆ ult to apply if
there is no a ess to the sour e ode of the omponent
submodels. Hen e, this method, although potentially
more eÆ ient, is also less general than the te hniques
des ribed in this paper.
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